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Abslrmt-Statistical properties of generalized Rice multipath 
fading channels are studied. A closed-form expression for the 
probability density function (PDF) of the phase process is derived 
first. Second order statistics, in the form of the level-crossing 
rate (LCR) and the average duration of fades (ADF), are 
then investigated for an arbitrary cmssing level of the fading 
amplitude. Additionally, it is shown that the generalized Rice 
model yields a good fining to available measurement data on 
mobile satellite channels in the case of an environment with tight 
shadowing. 

I .  INTRODUCTION 

Rayleigh and Rice processes are the most widely used 
models in the statistical description of the behavior of small 
scale fading in multipath propagation channels [I], [21, [31. 
These processes are generated by using two uncorrelated 
Gaussian processes having identical variances. In order to 
increase the flexibility of these classical models, so that they 
enable a better statistical fitting to real-world mobile fading 
channels, modifications of the these models have been studied 
in [4], [21, where the Gaussian processes describing the models 
are allowed to be cross correlated. In [21, it was shown that 
such extended models allow a better description of real-world 
mobile fading channels. 

Another possibility enabling the extension of the classical 
Rayleigh and Rice models, while keeping the basic concept 
used for their generation, is to assume that the underlying 
Gaussian processes can have different variances. Accordingly, 
the Hoyt process [SI can be regarded as an extension of the 
Rayleigh precess derived from two Gaussian processes with 
different variances. The first order statistics of the Hoyt model 
is studied in [ 5 ] ,  while the second order statistics is analyzed in 
[6]. Additionally, a comparison of the first and second order 
statistics of the Hoyt model with measurement data [6] has 
shown the ability of the model to describe the statistics of 
real-world mobile fading channels for the case of non-line-of- 
sight (NLOS) reception. 

A statistical model was proposed in [7] that is suitable for 
environments where a LOS component is present. This model 
assumes that the multipath component is Hoyt distributed and 
the LOS component has a non-zero value constant phase shift. 
The so-called generalized Rice model (or Beckmann model 

[7]) was also subsequently studied in [SI, where the PDF of 
the envelope was re-derived and combined with a lognormal 
process to obtain a model that takes the effects of small scale 
fading and shadowing into account. Furthermore, in [SI the 
theoretical PDF of the resultant process was shown to fit 
accurately to measurement data on mobile satellite channels. In 
[9], the moment generating function of the generalized Rice 
process, which plays an important role in the performance 
analysis of transmission systems, is obtained in closed form. 
In this paper, we study the statistics of the generalized Rice 
fading channel model by deriving the PDF of the phase 
process, and the second order statistics of the envelope fading, 
i.e., the LCR and the ADF. The fitting of the first and second 
order statistics of the underlying fading model to available 
measurement data of mobile satellite channels is also consid- 
ered for the case of an environment with light shadowing. In 
addition to the results reported in [8], it is demonstrated that 
the generalized Rice model is useful to describe accurately the 
statistics of realistic mobile radio channels. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The 
analytical generalized Rice model is described in Section 11. 
Section 111 contains the derivation of the PDF of the phase 
process, the LCR and the ADF. Comparison of the derived 
statistics to corresponding measurement data is reported in 
Section IV. Finally, Section V contains the conclusion of the 
papa. 

11. THE GENERALIZED RICE FADING MODEL 

The complex envelope of a received signal in a generalized 
Rice fading environment is described by the complex Gaussian 
process given by 

d t )  = Aexp(je0)  PI(^) + j m ( t )  (1) 

where A is the amplitude and 00 is a constant phase shift of 
the LOS component, while p l ( t )  and p 2 ( t )  are uncorrelated 
zero mean real-valued lowpass Gaussian processes having the 
variances U: and U; (U: # U;), respectively. The amplitude, 
R(t), of the generalized Rice fading process is then obtained 
as the modulus of p( t )  according to 
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as 

R(t) = IAexp(j00) + p l ( t )  +jp&)I 

= , / ( A ~ o s 0 ~  + p l ( t ) ) 2 + ( A s i n B o + p 2 ( t ) ) 2 .  

(2) 

It is wonh mentioning that the assumption of having different 
mean values for the in-phase and quadrature components of 
the Gaussian process defined by ( I )  can be explained by the 
non-zero value of the phase shift Bo. Similarly as for the Rice 
channel, the generalized Rice factor is defined as [91 

(3) 

The phase variation, which is imponant to the study of 
coherent communication systems, is described by the phase 
process d ( t )  = arg(p(t)) according to 

(4) 
Asin80 +p?( t )  
A cos 00 + PI (t)  

rl(t) = arctan 

The derivation of the PDF of d ( t )  as well as the study of the 
second order statistics of R(t) will be the topic of the next 
section. 

111. THE STATISTICS OF THE GENERALIZED RICE MODEL 

The derivation of the first and second order statistics of the 
generalized Rice model requires first the investigation of the 
joint PDF (JPDF), pRkB4(i, t, 0, j), of the processes R(t) and 
Q ( t )  and their time derivatives k(t) and d ( t ) ,  respectively. 
This JPDF can he obtained from the multivariate Gaussian 
distribution of the processes p l ( t ) ,  p2(t), f i l ( t )  and bT(t) at 
the same time t. Here i l ( t )  and fi2(l) are the time derivatives 
of the processes p l ( t )  and w 2 ( t ) ,  respectively. In the case of 
processes p,(t) (i = 1,2) with symmetrical Doppler power 
spectral densities, the JPDF of the Gaussian processes p1 ( t ) ,  
p2(tIr f i l ( t )  and f i 2 ( t ) .  P,, , , , , ,~(~I,xz,*I,~,)~ is given by 
[21 

Pi',,3Li,&i2(xl>x2> * 1 2 X Z )  = 

exp(-(& + 3 + g + 
( 5 )  

where /A is the variance of the process f i g ( t )  ( i  = 1 , Z ) .  
Furthermore. the transformation of the Cartesian coordinates 
(q, 5 2 )  to polar coordinates ( z , 0 )  allows us to write 

4r201a2 81 8 2  

~ ~ = z c o s B - A c o s 0 ~ ,  X l = i c o s 0 - 0 z s i n 6  
x2 = zsin0 - Asin&, X I  = i s i n 8  +BicosB. 

( 6 )  

Next, using ( 5 )  and performing the variable transformation 
described by (6),  allows to express the JPDF p,k8d(z, i, 0,8) 

i2 cos' 0 + AZ cos2 80 - 2Ar cos 00 cos 0 
20: 

z2 sin' 0 + A' sin2 So - 2Az sin Bo sin 0 

t2 cosz 0 C z202 sin2 8 - 2zi0 cos 8 sin 8 

- 
2 4  

2Pl 
;2 sin ' 2 0 + z2b2 cos2 8 -+ 2 z i 0  cos B sin 0 

202 
- ] (7)  

where z 2 0, --oo < t i cu, -VI B < r, and -m < 4 < 
w. The first and second order statistical properties can now 
be derived from (7) .  

A. First order statistics 

The PDF of R(t) ,  P R ( Z ) ,  is obtained from (7) according to 

P R ( ~ )  = 1 l, l m p R f i 8 & ( z ,  i ,e,e)d0dtd@. (8) 

This yields the following known expression for P R ( Z )  [7], 

zrr m cm 

[SI 

exp [-2'h(S) + Azg(Bo,B)] d8 (9) 

where 
cos2$ s in28 

h(8) = ~ + __ 
2 0 ;  20; 

and 

(11) 

From (9), we note that the phase shift, Bo, of the LOS 
component has an influence on the PDF p R ( z ) .  The influence 
of.& on P R ( Z )  can be studied from Fig. 1. We should mention 
that, on contrary to what has been reported in [SI, the PDF 
in (9) has in all cases a single maximum value. Obviously, it 
can he verified that the above PDF includes the Rayleigh [lo] 
( A  = 0, a1 = ad,  Rice [21 (al = az), Hoyt [5] ( A  = 0) and 
the one-sided Gaussian 151 ( A  = 0.02 = 0 (01 # 0) or 01 = 0 
(az # 0)) PDFs as special cases. Therefore, the underlying 
model is a generalization of those fading processes. 

Similarly, the PDF of the phase process rl(t), pB(B),  
can he derived hy solving the integrals over the joint PDF 
pRda,i(z, i ,  #,8)  according to 

cos 0, cos B sin 00 sin 0 + 4 4 ' 

9(80,0) = 

pB(e) = Jm --m Jm -;a ~ m Y R B B 4 ( z , i , t ( , 0 ) d z d t ~ 0 .  (12) 
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Performing the integrations in (12) using [Ill,  yields the 
following expression for pa(@)  

where h(f3) and g ( & , O )  are given by (IO) and ( I I ) ,  respec- 
tively, and @(z) is the error function defined by CJ(z) = 
2 S,'e-"dt. Again, it can be verified that (13) reduces to 6 PDF of the phase process of Rayleigh [IO], Rice [I21 and 
Hoyt [5] channels. The influence of the phase shift eo on the 
PDF pa(/?) is shown in Fig. 2. 

B. Second order statistics 

The second order statistics, given by the LCR and the 
ADF, describe the correlation properties of the fading channel. 
They provide useful information for the optimization of the 
interleaver size [13], the analysis of handoff algorithms [14], 
[151, the estimation of the statistics of burst errors [16], as 
well as the Markov modeling of fading channels [17]. 

The LCR, NR(T) .  is obtained by applying the general result 
given by [IO] 

where p R ~ ( ~ , i )  is the joint PDF of R(t)  and its time 
derivative R(t)  at the same time and at the level i = T .  This 
quantity is obtained from (7) as 

2 1 

zz  cos2 0 + A2 cos2 $0 - 2Ai  cos 0, cos 8 
' 2 4  

i2 sin2 B + A2 sin2 0, - 2Az sin Bo sin Q - 
202  

It can be seen that p,k(z, i) # p ~ ( z )  . p R ( i ) ,  and therefore 
R(t) and k(t) are statistically dependent. This property was 
also noted for the Hoyt process [6] and results from the fact 
that a1 # u2. Now, substituting (15) in (14) and performing 
the integration yields 

NR(T)  = r(2x)-3'2 i2T Jp1 cos2 B + p2 sin2 
0 1 0 2  

(T cos e - A cos eo)2 

2u? 

I (T sin 0 - A sin 6'0)' - 
20; 

The ADF, TR-(T),  can be computed according to [IO] 

(17) 

In the next section, the fitting of the statistics of the model to 
available measurement data is studied. 

IV. APPLICATION OF THE GENERALIZED RlCE MODEL 

The statistical parameters characterizing the generalized 
Rice fading model are optimized in such a sense that the 
first and second order statistics approximate corresponding 
measured statistics of mobile satellite channels for a light 
shadowing environment [18]. We consider, in this paper, the 
Clarke's isotropic scattering model [IO]. In this case, pi = 
Z(?ru, fmaZ,)' (i = 1,2), where fmar, is the maximum 
Doppler frequency of the Gaussian process p i ( t )  (i = 1,2). In 
other words, we assume different maximum Doppler frequen- 
cies f m o z ,  and fmaz, for the Gaussian processes p l ( t )  and 
p2 ( t ) ,  respectively. Although, the underlying assumption lacks 
of a clear physical basis, it allows to increase the flexibility of 
the model and enables therefore a better fitting to measurement 
data. The complementary cumulative distribution function 
(CDF) given by PR+(T) = S,"~(z)di and the LCR (16) 
are compared to corresponding measurement data in Figs. 3 
and 4. The optimized parameter values are also shown in these 
figures. As can be seen from Fig. 3, the complementary CDF 
is close to the measurement data. The analytical normalized 
LCR h'R(T)/fmoz, where fmaz  = fmaz ,  1 v%/(V%~i), 
is compared with measurement data in Fig. 4. The coinci- 
dence between the theoretical and experimental data is fairly 
sufficient and it is comparable to the results obtained in [2], 
[19] where the same measurement data have been used for the 
verification of fading channel models. This allows io conclude, 
in addition to the results of [7],  [SI, that the generalized Rice 
model is useful for the description of realistic mobile fading 
channels. The generalized Rice factor, I<, can be obtained 
for the present realistic channel by evaluating (3) using the 
optimized parameters listed in Fig. 3.  The obtained result is 
I< = 5.55 dB. 

For completeness, we should add that the generalized Rice 
fading model is convenient for, for example, simulation 'stud- 
ies. In fact, the well known filter method and the concept of 
deterministic channel modeling [21 can he directly applied to 
simulate the envelope fading R(t) and the phase process 29 (t). 

V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, first and second order statistics of the gen- 

eralized Rice fading channel model have been derived. The 
derived quantities are fined to published measurement data 
on mobile satellite channels for the case of an environment 
with light shadowing. Close agreement between the theoretical 
expressions and the measurement data is obtained. This allows 
to conclude that the generalized Rice model can he applied to 
the description of realistic mobile satellite channels. Among 
the advantages of the underlying model is the simplicity of its 
simulation by using the classical filter method or the concept 
of deterministic channel modeling. 
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Fig. i. 
vz = 0.5) .  

The PDF p R ( ; )  as B function of Bo ( A  = 1.0, 01 = 1.5 and 

Fig. 2. 
02' = 0.5). 

The PDF p a ( f J )  i l ~  B function of Bo ( A  = 1.0, c; = 1.5 and 
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Fig. 3. Complemenmq CDF PE+(r)  for light shadowing 
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Generalized Rice mWsl opfimiiatbn Pramefer5: 

Fig. 4.. Normalized LCR A'R(v)/fmar for light shadowing. 
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